
Homework Policy 
It is a requirement for all Queensland State Schools to develop a school homework policy in 
consultation with the school community.  

At Grand Avenue State School, we believe the need for students to have a balanced lifestyle. This 
includes sufficient time for family, recreation and community and cultural pursuits. Therefore, our 
teachers will not formally assign homework. This does not mean that we discourage learning at 
home.  

The following is to operate as a guide in determining appropriate activities that students might 
undertake to support classroom learning. Many activities at home or play can assist children to 
develop literacy, numeracy and problem-solving skills. Recommended tasks include: 

Prep – Year 2 

• daily reading to, with, and by parents/caregivers or other family members 
• linking concepts with familiar activities such as shopping, preparation of food, local 

environment and family outings  
• conversations about what is happening at school 
• preparation for oral presentations 
• opportunities to write for meaningful purposes 

In Prep – Year 2, the recommended time spent completing these activities is not more than 15 
minutes a day.  
 

Year 3 – Year 6 

• daily independent reading 
• opportunities to create spoken, print, visual and multimodal texts 
• practice spoken presentations 
• conduct research for in class projects 

In Year 3 – Year 6, the recommended time completing these activities is no more than 30 minutes 
per day.  

 

It is important to note; however, that while our teachers do not formally issue homework, 
we do not discourage learning at home.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Homework reflects our belief that students need to have the opportunity to consolidate their 
classroom learning as well as engage in a balanced lifestyle. Students at Grand Avenue will be 
provided with ‘The Homework Grid’.  

Homework is set out in a grid format. Each cell includes an activity that either consolidates 
learning at school or involves participating in a specific activity, for example, a job around the 
house, physical activity, reading to a family member, being read to, playing a game or a cultural 
activity. 

These grids can be weekly fortnightly, monthly or for a whole term.  

The activities included in the grid will vary between year levels, however daily reading is essential 
to all year levels Prep to Year 6. 

 

Example –  

 
 


